
 

AGREEMENT FOR THE USE OF BOATS 

 

Name group: 

 

House nr: 

 

Deposit received landlord by Arrival 

 

Deposit received rent payer by departure 

 
 

Please go through the following points with your landlord / service person. If you damage the boat 

or equipment you are liable for these! The boats are insured by an amount of NOK 20000, -. This 

means, if the damage is lower than NOK 20000, - you pay the damage completely self. If the 

damage over NOK 20000, - you pay the amount of NOK 20000, -. The rest is covered by the 

insurance. 

ATTENTION: The drive through of the shaded areas on your sea chart is PROHIBITED! This 

means: Do you damage the boat or the engine in one of these areas, you must pay the 

completely damage self. This also include if you go out with the boat in bad weather 

conditions. You have no insurance cover and you must pay the completely damage or 

rescue self. Towing based on empty fuel must be paid from the tenant. Towing based on 

damage on boat in prohibited areas or in bad weather conditions is also to be paid by the 

tenant. It is NOT allowed to stop the boat while you are out fishing! 

When you drive the boat, you must use the plotter screen. In no case only use the sonar 

screen! 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

- Diesel boat engine can`t be stopped when you are out in sea. If you will do  

this and we need go rescues people, you must pay NOK 2000, -  

- All the time use map when you are driving the boat. 

- Weather changing very fast in sea- all the time check weather before you go in  

www.yr.no Titran and respect that you can’t go fishing in bad weather! 

- It is not allowed to fishing closer than 100 m from fish farms 

- The garbage / leftovers/ waste from fishing needs to be emptied into the sea, the same  

day. This must be emptied in open sea – not close to marina. 

- If you born in 1980 or later and you want to drive bigger boat than 8 meter or more 

than 25 horsepower, you must have a boat driver license. 

- Respect speed limits on the sea and pay attention to other boats. Maximum speed  

when passing the quay is 5 knots.’ 

 



 

 

Boat-checklist Arrival Departure 

Full tank   

Engine / propeller   

Boat is clean   

Echosounder/GPS   

Fish boxes   

Lifejacket   

Boat hull and keel   
 

We confirm the handover of the boat in good conditions and accept the house / rental 

conditions.: 

Hitra:                           Signature skipper / rent payer: 

 

I confirm the refund of the boat in good conditions. 

Hitra :               Signature landlord: 

 


